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Petroforms: Stone Circles, Boulder
Rectangles, and Cairn Features discovered at

Yin Oyu Middle Basin

Ranjith Bandara Dissanayake

T}ire \'frn Orla Middle Basin lvlortuary Archaeology Research Project 2011-

2020 conducted r.vith resr:errch grants of the Postgraduate Institute of

Archaeolog,v (PGIAR) carries the objective of studying the 'megalithic

deathscape' of the Yin Lh1i.t \{iclclle Basir-r. The project is suggested to be

conducterd in five stages and the first involves identifying megalithic burial

sites and features, mapping and surface documenting. This region is of vital

importance w,hen comprehencling the proto historic social variables as it has

the largest amount of megalithic burial clusters that have ever been found in

a single river basin and is of high archaeological potentials.
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1. Introduction

Anextensive archeological survey which commenced in 2011 centered

around the Yan Oya }.liddle Basin (abbreviated as YOMB) has up to now

led to the discovery ol 25 megalithic cemeteries (with megalithic appendage

sites) and mapping and documentation had been completed after subjecting

the finding to a systematic investigation (figure 1). Out ofthese,five sites

have been subjected to further study by r.t ay of conducting archaeological

excavations and accordinglv based on primary evidence obtaincd, one site

has been identified as belonging to the classification of Clay Urns while the

rest can be categorized as megalithic cist burials.The YOMB team also

discoveredStone Circles constructecl usrng large boulders, Boulder

Rectangles and Cairn mounds and heaps in proximitv to the megalithic

burial cemeteries.As all these geometric rock arrangements are located in

near proximity to the archaeological sites-special11, megalithic burial sites.

This may signify a possibie cr-rltural association, spatiai proximitr- and links

to ethno-historical connections to the megalithic burials and calls for further

archeological investigations Lo ascertain the importance of these rock

arrangements. The objective of this articleis to document these new

archeological discoveries of rock arrangcments in the Yan-Oyn Middle

Basinfor further archeological investigations given its importance and

valuable contributions it mav provide for future studies in this area.

2. Terminology for Rock Arrangements

Similar rock arrangerncnts discover at YO\,{B have been found in other

parts of the island as well (Senaviratne, 1984:?46-247; Weerasinghe et al.,

2007:48; Dissanayake et al., 201,1; Bandara et al., 201,2; Herath, 201,2;

Dissanayak e, 20L3) .
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Figure 0-1 Megalithic cemeteries recovered from the Yfrn Oya river basin,
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up to now the classiJication and naming conventions of these rock

arangements found in Sri Lanka has used the Indian and

European nomenclature, the majority of which accordingly comes under the

naming classification of megalithic constructs. The Indian Department of

Archeologv has sanctioned thcir megalithic terminologrr and related

scientific definitions and standardizations given the complex nature of their

rock arrangements and megalithic burial sites in the countrv (Krishnaswami

7949:35-45). The nomenclaLure devcloped for this area \ryas basecl on thc

phvsical shapes and contents of the rock arrangements and types of

megalithic burial sites lesulting in a self-explanatorv nomenclature r.r,hich

also to some extent was subjcctir.e to each specialists cliscretion to some

extent.

Looking at the chronological development of megalithic ternrinologr', M.

Tvoler has usecl the term 'crornlech' to describe doLmen ancl closed cists

r.t'hen reporting about the remains in Hrltlrtl:nr.i in India for the first tirne in

1951. vvhile A. Rea has used this term for stone circles, urn burials and

sarcophagus when reporting about prehistoric remains in Penmthair.

Cromlech is dolman or circle of large tall stone. But, this term has later been

used by K.R. Venkatorama Ayvar in 7941to name underground cists and

single urn burials r.viLh a capstone. Tvler (1848) has usecl the term 'cairn' for

the first time to name cist graves hon,ever, Breeks (1873) in his exploration

on primibive tribal groups in India and monuments in llilgiri, named stone

circle of any kind and promiscuous heap of rubble hiding any kind of

graves, as 'cairn' (Krishnaswamy 1949:35). Therefore, 'cairn', the term used

by Breeks to name burials or memorials according to the self-explanatorv

morphology, started being used as a term to identify a mound of rubble

built as a land mark or as a memorial in mortuary archaeoiogv.
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3. Rock arrangements: petroforms

Petroforms. ;rlso lcrow'n as bouider outlines or boulder mosaics, are human-

made shapes and patterns rnade bv lining up large rocks on the open

grcrund, often on quite level areas (il Sinhalese pashani rilpa or pahanru)

(Mathew's, 201,4:1). Petrofcrms can also comprise a rock cairn, an upright

monolith s1ab, or simpiy rocks linerl r.lp or stackell for various reasons. The

petroforms recorded iu North American region at first time, which had

erected for astronomy, sacred, healing, memorv and teaching purposes by

their native people,

The petroforms recorded in North Amcrican region at first time, which had

erected for astronomy, sacred, hcaling, memorv and teaching purposes by

their native peopie.

N{ajority of the petroforms cliscovered in Asia and Europe belongs to the

Neolithic period and are identified as megalithic burials and monuments.

Some o{ the petroforms, megalithic burials anctr sacred areas are built to

commemorate the dead. The purpose of these constructs would have been

to preserve and convev memories of persons or to signifl, the historical

importance of these places for luLurc generations. Therefore these

petroforms may be a device for preserving long term memories and served

as a mechanism for keeping those memories alive as reminders of the past.

Archeologists and anthropologists have used different terms to classify and

differentiate petroforms based on different physical attributes and

arrangements. The same terminologv is used as the basis for explaining and

identifying the pertoforms cliscovered at the YOMB. By applying these

standard classifications, the observation site has yielded the following types

of petrofoams. (i) Stone circles constructed using large boulders and rubble
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(in Sinhalese ShilA Vatu) (ii) Boulder rectangles (in Sinhalese Ayata

Chaturasra) (iii)Cairn heaps or circles (in Sinhalese Shild Gumba) and, (iv)

Cairn scatter (in Sinhalese Shila Visirum). The discussion and descriptions

provided in the proceeding text about these petroforms will be conducted in

comparison with such finding discovered in other parts of the Island.

4. Rock affangements in the YOMBI": cairn features

4.L, dlurotizr:a Cairn Field

1luwews is a small village coming under the Horowpotana Divisional

Secretariat's division. An archeological survey carried out in 20L1 discover

heaps of quaftz stones near the village tank which the villagers claim to be

an ancient burial site (Figure 2). One can also find near this site, remains of

an ancient monastic structure belonging to the Anuradhapura period, a

large mound containing iron slag, remains of iron extracting crucibles and

an evidence of a possible settlement site with sherd scattering as well 20

quartz rubble scatters can be observed in front of the tank. The number of

rubble in the heaps ranges from 10-15 in some cases to 150-200 in some

others. Some of the qaartz rubble arrangements have on top of them large

slag boulders while in some others, irregular shaped terracotta pieces which

iooked like burnt bricks can be observed (Figure 3). The quartz heaps on

closer examination reveals that they are not formed by natural phenomena

but are artificially constructed structures. These types of features are called

in megalithic traditioru cairn heap or mound or cairn circle burials.
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Figure &2 Cairn heap found from the 6luwawa Cairn Field
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These archeological features were identified during an intensive

archeological survey conducted in 2011 and mapped using a Total Station

Survey machine. After an extensive mapping exercise covering around an

area of around one acre, 20 petroforms and two earthen mounds (crated by

human activity) were recorded (Table 1). Detailed feature recording - Based

on the need to have consistency and conformance to conventions already in

place, a Standardized Feature Form used for recoding cairn mounds were

used, including naming conventions and attributes used in Europe to record

this type of burial sites (Smith et a1.,190'1,; Tuovinen 2002) (Figurc 4-19).

4.L, Swtace Features

,.....ii'.......

Figure 0-4 Feature 1 with archetypal attributes.

Feature measurement: 440cm

Feature tvpe: rock scatter

Feature Outline: irregular

Featu re Profile: irregular

Feafure Shape: uneven

Material: quartz External rock

size: cobbles Internal rock size:

cobbles Number of external

cobbles: 10 Number of internal

cobbles: External cobble

sphericity: angular Internal

cobble sphericity: angular

Associated features; Soil fill:

75o/,>
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Figure 0-5 Feature 2 with, archetypal attributes.

Feature measurement 330cm

Feature type: rock ring Feature

Outline: circular Feature

Profile: irregular Feafure

Shape: mound Material: qtartz

External rock size: cobbles

lnternal rock size: cobbles

Number of external cobbles: 45

Number of internal cobbles:

External cobble sphericity:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: Associated

features: Soil fill: 50%

1m

Figure 0-5 Feature 3 with archetypal attributes.

Feafure measuremenL 382cm

Feature type: rock ring Feature

Outline: circular Feafure

Profile: irregular Feature

Shape: mound Material: qu.artz

External rock size: cobbles and

boulders Internal rock size:

cobbles Number of external

cobbles: 5 Number of internal

cobbles: External cobble

sphericity: rounded Internal

cobble sphericity: angular to

rounded Associated features :

Soil fill: 80%
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Figure 0-7 Feature 4 with archetypal attributes.

Feafure measurement : 19 km
Feature fi:e: mound Feature

Outline: circular Feafure

Profile: convex Feafure Shape:

mound Material quafiz

External rock size: cobbles and

boulders Internal rock size:

cobbles Number of external,

cobbles: 19 Number of internal

cobbles: External cobble

sphericity: angular to round

lnternal cobble sphericity:

angular to round Associated

features: Soil fill: 45%

Figure 0-8 Feature 5 with archefypal attributes.

Feafu re measu rement: 177 cm

Feature type: rock heap

Feature Outline: circular

Feafure Profile: convex Feature

Shape: mound Material: quartz

Ilxternal cobble size: cobbles

and boulders Internal cobble

size: cobbles Nurnber of

erternal cobbles: 9 Number of

internal cobbles: External

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Internal cobble

sphericity: angular to round

Associated features: Soil fill:
1E O)/-)/o
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Figure 0-9 Feature 5 with archetypal attributes
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Figure 0-10 Feature 7 with archetypal attributes.

Feafu re measurement: 197 cm

Feature type: mound Feature

Outline: circular Feafure

Profile: convex Feature Shape:

mound Material: quarb

External cobble size: cobbles

and boulder Internal cobble

size: cobbles Number of

external cobbles: 11 Number of

internal cobbles: External

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Internal cobble

sphericity: angular to round

Associated features: Soil fill:

75%

Feature measuremenl 329cm

Feature type: mound Feature

Outline: circular Feature

Profile: convex Feature Shape:

mound Material: qaartz

External cobble size: cobbles

and boulders Internal cobble

size: cobbles Number of

external cobbles: 82 Number of

internal cobbles: External

cobble sphericity: anguLar to

round Internal cobble

sphericity: angular to round

Associated features: Soil fill:

45Yo
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Figure 0-11 Feature B with archetypal attributes.
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Figure 0-12 Feature 9 with archetypal attributes.

Feature measurement: 286cm

Feature type: rock heap

Feature Outline: irregular

Feafure Profile: convex Feature

Shape: monnd Material: qtartz

External cobble size: cobbles

and boulders Internal cobble

size: cobbles Nurnber of

external cobbles: 12 Number of

internal cobbles : External

cobble sphericitv: angular to

round Intcrnal cobble

sphericity: angular to round

Associated features: Soil fill:

80 9/,

Fcafu re lreasurelnent: 202cm

Feafure h pe: rock scatter'

Feature Outline: irregular

Feature Profile: irregular

Feature Shape: mound

Materi al: quartz External

cobble size: cobbles and

boulders Internal cobble size:

cobbles and boulders Number

of external cobbles: 4cm

Number of internal cobbles:

Ilxternal cobble spherici{:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Associated f'eatures: Soil
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Figure 0-13 Feature 10 n'ith archetypal attributes.

Feature measuremenl 248cm

Feature type: rock scatter

Feature Oufline: irregular

Feafure Profile: irregular

Feature Shape: scattet Material:

quartz External cobble size:

cobbles Internal cobble size:

cobbles Number of external

cobbles: 5 Number of internal

cobbles: External cobble

sphericity: angular to round

lnternal cobble sphericity :

angular to round Associated

features: Soil fifl: 95%

i 1m I

Figure 0-14 Feature 11 with archetypal attributes.

Feature measuremenl 71cm

Feature type: mound Feature

Outline: circular Feature

Profile: convex Feafure Shape:

mound Material: qu.artz

External cobble size: cobbles

Internal cobble siee: cobbles

Number of external cobbles: 6

Number of internal cobbles:

External cobble sphericity:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Associated feafures: Soil

fill:75%
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0-15 Feature 12 with archetypal attributes

Feafure measuremenl 236cm

Feature type: mound Feature

Oufline: circular Feature

Profile: convex Feafure Shape:

mound Material: qtartz

External cobble size: cobbels

Internal cobble size: cobbles

Number of external cobbles: 47

Number of internal cobbles:

External cobble sphericity:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Associated feafures: Soil

fil:6A%

Figure 0-1.6 Feature 13 with archetypal attributes.

Feature measurement: 246cm

Feafure type: scatter Feature

Outline: irregular Feature

Profile: irregular Feature

Shapc: mound Material: quartz

External cobble size: cobbles

and boulders Internal cobble

size: Number of external

cobbles: 6 Number of intc'rnal

cobbles: External cobble

spl-rericity: angular to round

Internal cobble sphericity :

angular to round Associated

features: Soil fill: 85%
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Figure 0-17 Feature 14 with archetypal attributes.
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Figure 0-18 Feature 15 with archetypal attributes.

Feafure measurement Feafure

type: mound Feature Outline:

irregular Feature Profile:

convex Feature Shape:

irregular Material qaartz

Extemal cobble size: cobbles

Internal cobble size: cobbles

Number of external cobbles: 78

Number of internal cobbles:

External cobble sphericity:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Associated feafures: Soil

fi17:55%

Feafure measuremenl Feature

type: mound Feature Outline:

irregular Feature Profile:

convex Feafure Shape:

irregular Material: quartz

External cobble size: cobbles

and bouldres Internal cobble

size: cobbles Number of

external cobbles: 46 Number of

internal cobbles: External

cobble sphericity: angular to

round Internal cobble

sphericity: angular to round

Associated features: Soil fill:

55%
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Feature measurement Feafure

type: rock heap Feature

Outline: irregular Feature

Profile: convex Feature Shape:

irregular Material: qrartz

External cobble size: cobbles

and boulders Internal cobble

size: cobbles and boulders

Number of external cobbles: 22

Number of internal cobbles:

External cobble sphericity:

angular to round Internal

cobble sphericity: Associated

features: Soil fill:55 %

i .. .i
' trfi :

Figure 0-19 Feature 16 with alchet-vpal attributes.
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4.2, Heap of rubble at P arangiy aw fr iliy a Nikaw itw a

Three petroforms were observed at the megalithic burial site. This was first

recorded during an initial archeological survey carried out in 2012. The

survey uncovered more than 300 burial structures with different features

made using Biotite granite. The above mentioned three petroforms were

discovered among these burial scatters. The one located near the Western

end of the megalithic burial site has a circumference of 5.5 meters. The

average rubble size of this arrangement is between 10-15 centimeters. One

can also observe four boulders (around L50 cm in circumference) jotting out

of the surface. The heap also contains a few scattered burnt claybats and a

relatively large piece of iron slag (Figure 21). Apart from this, two more

rubble heaps can be observed but are smaller in size in comparison to the

latter.

Figure 0-20 Cairn mound al P arangiyaw diliya Nikaw iiw a
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4.3, KeenngahaUlpata Cairn Field

A discovery of quartz rubble scatters were made in 2013 inside the

Hurulurntiwa lorcst reserve coming under the administrative boundaries of

Horowpotdna Divisional secretariat. A large deposit of iron ore and slag

lumps were observed in Keenagaha ulpota located near the Mee-oya left bank

inside tt.e Hurulu forest reserve. The site also has scattered sherds of Black

and Red Ware and Red Ware. Based on the surface characteristics and

deposit remains one can propose that the site was an ancient metal

extracting site. In proximity to this location one can also observe heaps of

quartz rubble and on close observation of the feafures one can come to the

l',

* ":i-n,

Figure &21 Elevafion drawing of Cairn mound at
P ar angiy aro n iliy a N ikaw iiw a
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assumption that these heaps could be classifiecl as belonging to the cairn

heap of petroform category. About 10 rubble heaps of rhis nature of

di{ferent sizes was observable and the number of rubble in a heap ranges

from 3-5 in some instances and 5-7 in some others. Overall this scatter

covers an area of around half an acre.

This type of rock an'angements ate found in other parts of the Island as

well. These allpetroforms identified as types of burials belong to the

megalithic mortuary tradition (Figure 22).

i. Heap of Rubble and Mound with a Stone Circle at Mfrmaduaa

The oldest evidence reported in this regard is the burial site in Mdmadutta in

Vauniya district identified by Seneviratne (Seneviratnc, 1,984:246-247). It was

the former Archaeology Commissioner, M.H.M. Sirisoma w'ho has

discovered the existence of a megalithic cemetery site in the teak plantation

close to Pnrangi Aru inVattnhla district. That lt as in \,ear Lhe1976. According

to Seneviratnc, there had been two tvpes of burials rn the site. Thev are cist

burials (type A) and heaps of stone rubble mound with stone circle (type B).

He has referred to this burial site as cairn circle. Unfortunately, all these

burials have been destroved rn7978-9 period due to a development project.

ii. Cairn Circles at Habarattaruala

A cemetery site with extremely small burials that belongs to the type of

cairn circles was found in 2003 from the village Habnrattnutala in Sfiritlattriua

Divisional Secretariat in Hamhsntoia District. Though it was being destroyed

due to slash and burn (or cl"rena) cultivations by the period of its discoverv,

it was possible to iclentify about 7 burials there (Table 2). After much effort

was taken in observation, it was clear that there stone slab placed in the
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Figure 0-22 Recorded petroform sites in Sri Lanka.
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middle and the other stone rubbles are placed around the slab. M*y stones

in burials are covered by the soil. In a short distance, a sign of an ancient

settlement has also been found (Weerasinghe et a1.,2003:48).

Burial N0., count of rubble

1,

2

a,)

4

5

6

7

6

6

5

5

6

5

5

Table 2 The size of the burials and the count of rubbles (a.fter Weeras inghe et al., 2001).

iii. Heap of rubble and Mound. atWelantttita

A few heaps of rubble and mound are reported from the area of |Yelnntpita

that belongs to Haldummulltt Divitional Secratariat in Badulla I)istrict of the

uzra Province (pers. Corn., Archacological officer, Regional Archaeology

office, Badulla) (Table 3). These memorials which are called 'mukkaru sohon'

by the villagers were alread,v destroved by treasure hunters when it was

reported.

2.lAm

2.70m

3.20m

dislocated

dislocated

dislocated

2.90m
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Site Feature No. Diameter Height

1,. K6ailtrinna

2. Kalkanna Palnna

Aren

3. Settiu:atttr

1.

2

1.

2

L

6m

7rr

3.90m

5.50m

12m

Lm

Lm

Lm

Lm

1.50m

Table 3 Sizes of the features (aftet Dissan ayake et al., 2011\

Heaps of rubble and mound at Kdailtcinna- Evidence of petroforms that have

the shape of a st0pa n ith the height of about one metet has been found at

the right bank of Kudn Otla (Figure 24). These petroforms are believed to

har.e been built on rubbles placcd in a circle, in the form of a founclation.

The clistance betrt een thc tu'o petroforms is 3 meters. As they have been

dug and destroyed by treasure hunters, the potsherds that were inside are

scattered on the surface.

Figure 0-23 Petroform built using rubble stones (Photo by Mangala Katugampola)
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Heap of rubble and a Mound at Kdlknnna Oya pdlama area - Two heaps of

rubbles and a mound have been reported from the left bank of Kdlkanna

Oya. ln the feature rta., 2 a foundation laid with stones in the shape of a

circle was to be seen and a similar circle of stones was found on the top of

the heap of soil. Potsherds were scattered around the centers of these two

rubble mounds had also been dug by treasure hunters.

.,.. "...,r::ii: :,'!:,::i:!:j:: ::::: :.:::: : 
:: 

: 
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,i:,i:.:':+r:::::::.:=lri:ir:jii:.iiii::iiiiti:iil;iiliiiiiiliiii::i::::::i:::::::::::::::::::=:r:::::;::::i:::;:iii;:iiiii.,r ,in

Figure G24 Section drawings of theKloiltAnnapettofotm (after Dissanayake et al.,2}1ll.

Ftreap of rubble ancl Mound at Settizoatttt - This petroform \ ras recor.ered

from the right bank of the Kilkannn oyn. This is entirely diJferent frorn all the

above mentioned features in the way it has been built. Aithough destroved

by the treasure hunters, some features are intact to the extent that it can be

clearly identi{ied. This has been built in a circular shape using five rows of

round rubbles and on the top of this which is quite similar to a platform,

other lines of rubble are used to create a mound. Considering the nature and

the characteristic of thc rubble formation, it is clear that there had been a

water suppiy. This has been build in the shape of a st0pa or a cone using

soil and stone. Evidence related to this are found in an ancient settlement in

the left bank of Kfrlkanna Oya.
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iv. Heap of rubble at Gorakapdliissa

The discovery made at the upper basin of the Mee-oya is the first of its kind

of cairn heap type burial petuofoams in the Island. Around 20 such

constructs using qlaafiz pebbles can be observed spreading in an area of

around 100 X 1"00 meters (Figure 25). One can also observe ancient posherds

and a piece of iron slag as well within the scatter area. The site located

inside t}rte Kahalla Pallekele forest reserve can be identified as a cairn heap

burial site. This is bounded from one side by a branch of Hakwatuna Oya.

The site contains a mandatory feature of a megalithic burial site by having a

rocky outcrop at one end of the site. The archeological landscape consists of

two tanks, a habitation site with slag scatter. The grassland in which the site

is located is calied Goraknpdk)ssa.

Figure 0-25 Milky quaftz rubble scatter of Gorakapdliissa.
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Rock arrangement in the YOMB2: stone circles

P sluketuzo iiw a Mor ago ilay ay a stone circles

P aluke tuttt cizua located at W al alu

rltiddautcirtta village can be characterized as a middle-scale tank of the area.

'l'ammennagodella rnegaiithic burial site is located towards the Western side

of the abovc tank. One can also otrserve petroforms towards the eastern side

of the catchment area of the tank as well. At a iocation about 150 meters

from this onc single circular structure r,r.ith three concentric rings can be

observed maclc of relatively large stone boulclers with a cliarneter of 7

meters. A little further a\\ray from this one can cbserve 2 smaller size stone

circles with diameters respectively of 6m and 5.5m. The special feature of

this structure is that apart from the granite stone boulders kept around to

frorr, the circle, there are milk,v quartz tvpe stones kept intermittentlv. There

are potsherds scattered on the surf;rce. This petroform closelv rest'mbles the

type identified in Indian (and other parts of the }Vorid) as stone circles tvpe

nregalithic burials. An archeological survey conducted in 2072 around the

periphery of Neelagiri Seya archeological reserve tn Ampara has also yielded

evidence of stone circies or ring circles in this area (Bandara et n|.,2012).In

this instance, the diameter of the stont' circles ranges from 3-5 meters.

Figure 0-26 P aluketuw iiw a Morago ilay ay a stone
circle.
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Rock arrangement in the YOMB3: boulder rectangles

Around 300 meters towards the South-Western side of the Ellepotadna

megalithic burial site one can observe the remains of a rectangular structure

and a adjoining smaller structure on the rockv plane (Figure 27). The length

and breadth of the larger rectangular structure is 904x585 cm r.t hile the

small structure is 570X 60 cm respectivel,v. Near the large rectangular stone

strucfure there are two artificially constructed square shaped cavitv on the

surface (Plan 14). Evidence of a similar structure has been discovered at

Yan-Oyn lower basin inDicktttert)r? area (Herath, 2013). This located is named

by tlre villagers as Nagamerlgttla, which is about 500 meters rvest from the

Dickntuoa megalithic burial site. One can obsern e a large number of both,

squire and rectangular bouidcr rock arrangements at the

I?-njagala archeological site in Anryarn. A largc ntimber of these tr.pe of

arrangements can be found at Soitonttgala hill in Rn;iagrr/n and the villaser in

that area is of the opinion thirt tl-rese are special tvpes of ancient burials.
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